**WHY SPX FLOW?**

Food and beverage processing has never been more challenging. Margins are being squeezed, food safety is paramount, and consumer demands for new products make formulation changes a regular occurrence. The SPX FLOW single seat valve line helps you meet these challenges head on, by providing a flexible valve design (modular bodies, actuators, and control tops) that is easy to maintain and gives you a very low cost of ownership due in part to minimal proprietary spare parts. When it comes to know-how, experience and product range within the field of valves, you won’t find a better business partner than SPX FLOW.

**FEATURES**

- Machined from bar stock bodies
- Options for all applications
- No special tools required
- Large bearing surface area
- Minimal wear parts
- Non-proprietary repair parts

**BENEFITS**

- Robust & modular design
- Easy to maintain
- Long dependable life
- 3-A/FDA cleanable design
- Low cost of ownership
- Domestic manufacture and support

**ASK US ABOUT OUR OTHER INNOVATIVE PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES:**

- PD PUMPS
- PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS
- SEPARATORS
- HOMOGENIZERS
- VALVES
- MIXERS

Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SPX FLOW, Inc. (NYSE: FLOW) is a multi-industry manufacturing leader. For more information, please visit www.spxflow.com